
When used regularly, imaginative and playful family rituals provide a predictable environment. 

When children know what is coming next, their thinking moves out of the survival part of the  brain and into the neocortex 
where learning occurs. When their environment is unpredictable, children become wary and remain in the lower, survival 
part of the brain where learning cannot occur. 

Predictable equals safe. Unpredictable equals unsafe.

The Noticing Game: Pulling your kids into the present moment. “What color is __? Can you see ___? What do you like 
better, this or that?” Any question/statement that pulls their mind/ interest/attention into the now.

Creative Words: Words are like tires the more we use them the more they wear. Play more say less, even as 
you clean up, dress them, brush teeth, etc. Avoid creating more of what you don’t like by putting words to it.

Imagine It: Instead of saying what you notice that you do not like, say what you are wanting to create. 
Ex: Getting child in her pajamas. She's bouncing around like a kitty cat. You say “Stop jumping!” “Stop playing” 
“We have to get dressed!” Say instead, “What a sweet kitty. Hop on my lap! I love to snuggle with you.” Child shifts, plays 
the role you suggest, slows down. Pajamas go on without a word, all still role playing.

Gibberish: Scream at your kiddos in gibberish when you’re frustrated!!! (practice with partner)

Announce Transitions: “In one minute we are going to go upstairs. We’re heading home in 5 min.” 

Counting: Can use counting a number of helpful different ways. When you need kids to wait/take turns/be patient ask them 
to count (10... 30... 60?) Helps in so many ways 1) gives them sense of power/control 2) offers a distration 3) is playful 4) 
brings them into the  present (mindfulness) instead of past/future where upset often lives. (upset: what already 
happended, worry/fear: what might or might not happen)
Can be used as a promt when you’ve asked for them to act: “ONNNNE... TWOOOOOO... THREEEEEE...”

You Can Be Playful Even as you say NO and hold firm your boundaries:
Yes often works better than no while still delivering the same message. 
NO CANDY  --- “Sweets are for dessert.” DON’T DROP THAT. --- “Please put that down.”
NO HITTING --- “Gentle.” or “That’s ALL DONE.” or “Pat, pat pat.” or simly a loud noise “Aghhhhh” (1-2 yr old)
Save “no” for when it’s really a “NO!!!” In most instances, it is both possible and more effective to say what you WANT, not 
what you don’t want. This is not permissive when it is firm, clear and consistent. IT WORKS.

Create Agreement: Look for what’s underneath what your child is saying. Come at life from agreement. 
Child says, “I'm going to eat all the fishy's!” Instead of “No. You only get this much” understand what he's saying. "I like to 
fishies! I'm hungry! I want some more." Hearing this you can say "Fishies are great! Here’s your cup.” Don’t add “That’s all 
you get. You don’t get any more.” unless he asks for more. Then you can reply with “Is that what you’d like for snack 
tomorrow?” If he persists, you could add “We had our snack. Now it’s time for ____.” or with whatever “is so”, avoiding what 
is NOT so. If they cont to pester, firmly say “I am all done talking about this.” and then BE ALL DONE TALKING ABOUT IT. ;)

Use creative words with your children that come from a place of ENOUGH... abundance not scarcity. Help them accept what 
is even as you model accepting what is. Empathize while still holding firmly to your rules/rituals/boundaries: “I see you 
really wanted that.”  “Do you need a hug?” “I know it’s hard.” 
Let life and your rituals be the heavy. “TV is for when mom is cooking dinner.” “We get a snack a day.” “Sweets are for 
dessert.” “We brush our teeth or we don’t get sweets.” “We get three books before bed.”

Do-overs/Time Machine: I’m sorry. Can we do that over? Modeling forgiveness. Asking for and giving it.

Sing: A great mood changer when you notice you or your kids getting angry/frustrated. Can sing about what is happening. 
What you want to happen. Can sing a pre-set song they know:
“When I get so mad that I wanna ROAR, I take a deep breath and count to four. (BREATHE)1, 2, 3, 4.”

Pictures / Charts / Lists: Helps them be independent. Use positive reinforcement. Team work.

Child Led Playtime: Call this SPECIAL TIME. Plan 5-10 min a day - BE PRESENT and  encourage your child to lead. 

Positive Parenting
RITUAL AND PLAY 


